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A DNA test enables you to find out the biological connection between two individuals. Nowadays,
the medical field has taken a huge leap in terms of advancement by being able to carry out paternity
tests even before the child arrives. With the paternity tests, now you can determine if the mother is
the biological mother of the child, or if the father is the biological father of the child. The biological
connections like siblingship and maternal lineage can be determined easily if you are testing DNA
and preparing the right sequence with experts' help. The outcome of the tests 100% accurate to the
extent that even legal disputes are settled with the help of this test.

Why do people consider DNA paternity tests?

To offer monetary compensation to the child

To attain biological fatherâ€™s or motherâ€™s rights

To confirm a child is the biological inheritor of the family

Now you do not need to compare the physical appearance and features of the child to prove the
biological connection. DNA testing has been around for many years now and it is used even for
criminal investigations. DNA testing has provided an efficient service to numerous people across the
globe who would have continued to live their life in doubt concerning issues of biological
relationships such as maternity. The maternity DNA tests can answer all your queries related to
maternity by matching the DNA strand of the child with the alleged mother.

There are home DNA testing kits available which can be ordered over the internet. The maternity
DNA tests are carried out by taking a swab sample from the child and the alleged mother, followed
by the analysis of the DNA contained in each cell to determine whether there is a biological
relationship between the two individuals. The accuracy rating of this DNA test is up to 100%. Every
individual has a unique DNA sequence, but 50% of a child's DNA will match with both their mother
and father respectively. The Maternity DNA test studies the DNA sequence of the two individuals to
confirm whether a biological relationship exists between them. This test has gained immense
popularity in recent years.

In the same way, the DNA test for Paternity is carried out to determine if the man has fathered a
child. It is performed in a very similar way to other DNA tests.  The swab sample is taken from the
inside of the each cheek of the child and the alleged father. Later, the DNA is extracted from the
skin cells enclosed in the swab in order to examine it. The Paternity DNA test analyses specific DNA
strands of the child and the alleged father to match the DNA sequences. The procedure of gathering
the sample for the DNA test depends on whether you need the test for legal disputes or for your
own peace of mind. For legal disputes, the sample should be collected by a third party health
professional to be accepted by a court of law.

It should be noted down that any kind of DNA testing requires the consent of both the individuals
who are being tested. You can order a home DNA testing kit online from any of the registered online
laboratories and perform the test in the privacy of your own home. This home test kit provides you
with a confidential and proficient service. It is a painless and simple process which just needs you to
rub the swab on the inside of your cheeks. You would be asked to state whether your test is for
peace of mind or for a court approved legal test. The home test kit will be dispatched to your
doorstep discreetly without disclosing your identity.
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Hanley Morgan - About Author:
Everyone has a a unique DNA sequence which can be matched with another individual to find out
whether they are connected. Read more from LabsDirect.com.
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